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Chapter 1
Locally finite extensions and
Gesztesy-Šeba realizations for the Dirac
operator on a metric graph
Abstract
We study extensions of direct sums of symmetric operators S = n2NSn. In general
there is no natural boundary triplet for S even if there is one for every Sn, n 2 N. We
consider a subclass of extensions of S which can be described in terms of the boundary
triplets of Sn and investigate the self-adjointness, the semi-boundedness from below and
the discreteness of the spectrum. Sufficient conditions for these properties are obtained
from recent results on weighted discrete Laplacians. The results are applied to Dirac
operators on metric graphs with point interactions at the vertices. In particular, we allow
graphs with arbitrarily small edge length.
Hannes Gernandt, Institut für Mathematik, TU Ilmenau, Postfach 100565, D-98694,
Ilmenau, Germany
Carsten Trunk, Institut für Mathematik, TU Ilmenau, Postfach 100565, D-98694, Ilme-
nau, Germany and Instituto Argentino de Mathemática "Alberto P. Calderón" (CON-
ICET), Saavedra 15, (1083) Buenos Aires, Argentina
1.1 Introduction
We consider direct sum operators S = L
n2N
Sn in a direct sum Hilbert space H = L
n2N
Hn
associated to a family of closed densely defined symmetric operators fSngn2N, where Sn
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is defined in the Hilbert space Hn. It is easy to see that S is closed and symmetric.
Furthermore, if Sn has self-adjoint extensions for all n 2 N, then also S has self-adjoint
extensions.
The direct sum operator S can be viewed as an diagonal operator matrix with infinitely
many entries. Its self-adjoint extensions are no longer diagonal. Here we are interested in
the spectrum and related properties. Setting Hn = f0g for all but for two or three entries
we end up with a 2 2 (3 3, respectively) operator matrix, see the books [30] and [14].
For the description of the extensions of closed symmetric operators and their spectral
properties we use boundary triplets and their associated Weyl functions, see [8, 9, 13, 18].
A boundary triplet fG; 0; 1g consists of a Hilbert space G and a surjection ( 0; 1)T :
domS ! G  G that satisfies an abstract Green identity, cf. (1.3.1) below. Here the
closed extensions of S correspond one to one to the closed linear subspaces   G  G
and the extension of S is given by
S := ff 2 domS j ( 0f; 1f) 2 g: (1.1.1)
In order to apply this approach to quantum graphs, we will write the extension (1.1.1)
of S in a different, more suitable way: given a closed subspace Gop of G and a closed
operator L with domL  Gop then a specific closed extension of S is given by
SL = ff 2 domS j L 0f = PGop  1f;  0f 2 Gop g: (1.1.2)
To illustrate the above abstract concept, we will briefly show how (1.1.2) looks like
for a -type point interaction on a graph G with countable sets of vertices V and edges E
and with the edge length function ` : E ! (0;1). Consider H = L2(G) = L
e2E
L2(0; `(e))
with the operator
S =
M
e2E
Se; domSe = W
2;2
0 (0; `(e)); Se :=  
d2
dx2e
; (1.1.3)
where Se is the minimal operator on the edge e associated with the differential expression
above and W 2;20 (0; `(e)) denotes the usual second order Sobolev space with boundary
values equal to zero. The operator S in (1.1.3) is symmetric with the adjoint S defined
on W 2;2(G) := L
e2E
W 2;2(0; `(e)).
A point interaction of -type on a graph is an extension H of S. It is introduced for
finite graphs in [3, 4] and for infinite graphs in [10]. The domain of H can be specified
with a real-valued sequence ((v))v2V by
domH :=
n
( e)e2E 2 W 2;2(G) \ C(G)
 X
(e;t)2Iv
sgn (e; t) 0e(t`(e)) = (v) (v); v 2 V
o
;
(1.1.4)
where C(G) is the set of continuous functions on G viewed as a metric space,  (v) is the
evaluation of  at the vertex v and Iv is the set of pairs (e; t) with e 2 E, t = 0; 1. We
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have (e; 0) 2 Iv if v is an initial vertex of the directed edge e and in this case we set
sgn (e; 0) := 1. Furthermore, we have (e; 1) 2 Iv if v is a terminal vertex of the directed
edge e and we set sgn (e; 1) :=  1.
We show how (1.1.4) can be written in the form (1.1.2). First, we need a boundary
triplet for S. It is well known [28, Example 15.3] that a boundary triplet fGe; e0; e1g for
Se is given by
Ge := C2;  (e)0  e :=

 e(0+)
 e(`(e) )

;  
(e)
1  e :=

 0e(0+)
  0e(`(e) )

: (1.1.5)
If 0 < infe2E `(e) < supe2E `(e) <1, then it follows from [19] that a boundary triplet
for S is given by the direct sum of the triplets (1.1.5),
fG; 0; 1g :=
nM
e2E
Ge;
M
e2E
 
(e)
0 ;
M
e2E
 
(e)
1
o
: (1.1.6)
Each entry of an element of G corresponds to a vertex of the decoupled graph, i.e. the
elements of G are sequences (x(e;t))(e;t)2I with I := E  f0; 1g. For  2 W 2;2(G) we write
 0 := ( 
(e;t)
0  )(e;t)2I = ( e(t`(e)))(e;t)2I ;
 1 := ( 
(e;t)
1  )(e;t)2I = (sgn (e; t) 
0
e(t`(e)))(e;t)2I :
Using this boundary triplet, the condition  2 C(G) in (1.1.4) is equivalent to
( 
(e;t)
0  e)(e;t)2Iv 2 Gv := span f1vg; 1v := (1; : : : ; 1) 2 CjIv j;
for all v 2 V . Let deg v := jIvj be the degree of v 2 V . Here and in the following we make
the (crucial) assumption, that the graphs are locally finite, i.e.
deg v <1 for all v 2 V:
The expressions in the equality in (1.1.4) are equivalent to
PGv( 
(e;t)
1  e)(e;t)2Iv =
1
k1vk2 (( 
(e;t)
1  e)(e;t)2Iv ; 1v)Cdeg v1v
=
1
deg v
X
(e;t)2Iv
sgn (e; t) 0e(t`(e))  1v
=
(v)
deg v
( 
(e;t)
0  e)(e;t)2Iv
Let v be the natural embedding of elements of Gv in the sequence space G. For the
operator
L := v2V Lv with Lvv1v := (v)
deg v
v1v; domLv = vspan f1vg
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on GV := v2V vGv we have
SL = H
in the case 0 < infe2E `(e) < supe2E `(e) <1.
In Proposition 1.3.1, we show that the extension SL of S is self-adjoint, semi-bounded
from below and has discrete spectrum if and only if the operator L has this property. In
our point interaction example the operator L is just an infinite diagonal matrix, therefore
the above mentioned spectral properties translate easily to H, see [10].
If infe2E `(e) = 0, then there is no natural candidate for a boundary triplet associated
to S since the operators in (1.1.6) are in general not defined on domS. However, it
was shown in [19] that the triplet (1.1.6) is a so called boundary relation in the sense
of [7]. To obtain a boundary triplet for S from (1.1.6) a regularization technique has
been applied in [5, 10, 19, 23, 24]. Here we apply in Theorem 1.4.1 below the technique
from [5] for operators where there exists 0 2 R and " > 0 such that (0   "; 0 + ") 2T1
n=0 
 
Snjker  (n)0

. Then a (regularized) boundary triplet
eG; 1L
n=0
e (n)0 ; 1L
n=0
e (n)1  is given
by
eG := G; e (n)0 := pkM 0n(0)k (n)0 ; e (n)1 :=  (n)1  Mn(0) (n)0pkM 0n(0)k ; (1.1.7)
where Mn is the Weyl function of the boundary triplet fGn; (n)0 ; (n)1 g. Again, one can
represent extensions of S in terms of an operator eL (now with respect to the regularized
triplet fG; e 0; e 1g from (1.1.7)) in the form of (1.1.2),
SeL = ff 2 domS j eLe 0f = PeGop e 1f; e 0f 2 eGop g; (1.1.8)
where eL is defined on some subspace eGop of G. Whereas in the example above the operator
L is just an (infinite) diagonal operator, now, in general, the operator eL has a more
complex structure.
The operator eL from above, that describes the extensions with respect to the regular-
ized boundary mappings, is studied in [5, 10, 19]. In [19] Schrödinger operators with point
interactions on the real line are considered. In this case, roughly speaking, the operator
L in (1.1.8) for a point interaction if (1.1.6) is a boundary triplet, is a diagonal operator,
whereas the operator eL is a Jacobi operator and therefore a correspondence of extensions
describing such interactions and Jacobi operators is made in [19]. In particular, criteria
for self-adjointness, semi-boundedness from below and discreteness of the spectrum are
obtained from corresponding criteria for Jacobi operators. Later, in [5] the ideas of [19]
were extended to the case of Dirac operators with point interactions on the real line, so
called Gesztesy-Šeba realzations, see [12]. Recently, in [10] the regularization is applied
to quantum graphs and Laplacians with point interactions are studied. In this case, the
operator eL in (1.1.8) is a discrete Laplacians on a weighted `2-space, see [16, 17, 11] and
the references therein.
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Here we consider a more general class of extensions of symmetric direct sum operators
S =
1L
n=0
Sn: locally finite extensions SlocL . It turns out that the operator eL from above
is also a weighted discrete Laplacian. The locally finite extensions of S are such that
they extend the quantum graph examples to more general structures. In particular, the
symmetric operators Sn may have an arbitrary but finite defect indices
We study properties of the extensions SlocL like self-adjointness, semi-boundedness
from below and discreteness of the spectrum in terms of the associated weighted discrete
Laplacian eL to the extension SlocL . We show that self-adjointness, semi-boundedness from
below and discreteness of the spectrum of eL implies the same property for SlocL . Sufficient
conditions for such properties for SlocL are obtained recently in [11, 17].
In the case where (1.1.6) is not a boundary triplet, some recent approaches [26, 29]
without using the regularization technique, lead to a parametrization of the self-adjoint
extensions of S, but without explicit criteria for the above mentioned properties (like
(self-adjointness, semi-boundedness from and discreteness of the spectrum).
Moreover, the boundary triplet approach to quantum graphs was previously applied in
numerous works, see e.g. [2, 10, 20, 21, 25, 27]. In [2, 20, 21] finite graphs are considered.
Graphs with an infinite number of edges but with finite vertex degree were considered in
[25], under the assumption that `(e) = 1 for all e 2 E, and assuming that infe2E `(e) > 0
in [27]. The study of the operators SL was carried out in [2] for star-graphs and for
quantum graphs satisfying infe2E `(e) > 0 in [22].
The paper is organized as follows: First, we recall linear relations in Hilbert space
and boundary triplets. From the boundary triplet theory, we collect some results on
the properties of the extension SL given by (1.1.2) which can be described terms of the
operator L and the Weyl function of an underlying boundary triplet for S. In Section 1.4
we introduce locally finite extension SlocL and construct an associated discrete Laplacian
DL such that roughly speaking SlocL = SDL holds in the sense of (1.1.8) with eL = DL.
From this relation, we obtain conditions for the self-adjointness, lower semi-boundedness
and discreteness of the spectrum of SlocL . These conditions only depend on the matrices
Lv, the subspaces Gv and the decoupled Weyl functions Mn. Finally, in Section 1.5 we
apply our results to Dirac operators with point interactions on infinite graphs.
1.2 Linear relations in Hilbert spaces
Let (H; (; )H) be a separable Hilbert space. A (closed) linear relation in H is a (closed)
subspace of HH and the set of all closed linear relations in H is denoted by eC(H). For
a linear operator T defined in H with values in H, the graph of T is a linear relation in
H. The set of all closed linear operators in H is denoted by C(H). For the subspace of
bounded linear operators defined on H we write L(H).
The domain, the range, the kernel, the multivalued part and the inverse of a linear
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relation  in H are given by
dom  := ff 2 H j (f; f 0) 2  for some f 0 2 Hg;
ran  := ff 0 2 H j (f; f 0) 2  for some f 2 Hg;
ker  := ff 2 H j (f; 0) 2 g;
mul  := ff 0 2 H j (0; f 0) 2 g;
 1 := f(f 0; f) 2 H2 j (f; f 0) 2 g:
Recall that the (operator-like) sum of two linear relations 1 and 2 in H is given by
1 + 2 := f(f; f 01 + f 02) 2 H H j (f; f 01) 2 1; (f; f 02) 2 2g:
Let  be a closed linear relation in H. The set of all  2 C such that (   ) 1 is the
graph of an operator from L(H) is called resolvent set () of . The complement of
() in C is the spectrum () of . The adjoint  of a linear relation  in H is defined
as
 := f(g; g0) 2 H2 j (f 0; g)H = (f; g0)H for all (f; f 0) 2 g:
A linear relation is called symmetric (self-adjoint) if    (resp.  = ).
For  2 eC(H) we have
mul  = (dom )?; mul  = dom ?:
Given a self-adjoint linear relation , we can associate a self-adjoint operator on the
Hilbert space dom , see [1, Theorem 5.3]. Below, we present a somehow converse result.
Proposition 1.2.1 Let Hop be a closed subspace of a Hilbert space H and consider a
densely defined operator L from Hop to Hop . Define
L := f(f; Lf + g) j f 2 domL; g 2 H?op g  H H: (1.2.1)
Then the following holds.
(a) We have L = L. If L is closable, we have L = L.
(b) L is closed (symmetric, self-adjoint) if and only if L is closed (resp. symmetric,
self-adjoint).
(c) If L is symmetric then all extensions e with L  e  L are of the form eL,
where eL is an extension of L.
(d) If L is self-adjoint, then (L) = (L) and for all  2 (L)
(L   ) 1 =

(L  ) 1 0
0 0

2 L(Hop H?op ):
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Proof. Let (f; g) 2 L. Then for all (f 0; Lf 0 + g0) 2 L with f 0 2 domL and g0 2 H?op
we have
(g; f 0) = (f; Lf 0 + g0): (1.2.2)
Choosing f 0 = 0 we obtain f 2 Hop . Therefore, we conclude from (1.2.2)
(g; f 0) = (f; Lf 0)
for all f 0 2 domL. This implies that f 2 domL and PHop g = Lf . Hence,
(f; g) = (f; PHop g + PH?op g) = (f; L
f + PH?op g) 2 L :
Assume conversely that (f; Lf + g) 2 L with f 2 domL and some g 2 H?op . Then
we have for all (f 0; Lf 0 + g0) 2 L with f 0 2 domL and g0 2 H?op
(f 0; Lf + g) = (f 0; Lf) = (Lf 0; f) = (Lf 0 + g0; f)
and therefore (f; Lf + g) 2 L. Thus we have seen that L = L .
Let (f; Lf + g) 2 L with f 2 domL then there is a sequence ((fn; Lfn))n2N which
converges in H2 to (f; Lf). But then (fn; Lfn + g) 2 L converges in H2 to (f; Lf + g),
as n!1, which implies (f; Lf + g) 2 L.
Conversely, let (f; g0) 2 L then there exists a sequence (fn; Lfn+gn) 2 L with gn 2
H?op and fn 2 domL which converges to (f; g0). As H2 = (Hop Hop )
 H?op H?op  we
have (fn; Lfn) ! (f; PHop g0) and (0; gn) ! (0; PH?op g0), as n ! 1. Therefore f 2 domL
with Lf = PHop g0. Hence
(f; g0) = (f; Lf + PH?op g
0) 2 L:
The assertion (b) is a consequence of (a). We show (c). Let e be an extension of L
with L  e  L . Obviously,
domL = dom L  dom e  dom L = domL:
Set eL := Ljdom e. Then eL is an extension of L. As e  L , every element (f; g0) 2 e
satisfies f 2 dom e  domL and has a representation
(f; g0) = (f; Lf + g)
for some g 2 H?op . As Lf = eLf for f 2 dom e, (f; g0) 2 eL follows. Hence, e  eL.
The converse inclusion is obvious and (c) is shown.
For the last statement observe that we have for all  2 C
(L   ) 1 =

((L  )f + g; f) j f 2 domL; g 2 H?op
	
:
From this (d) follows easily. Q.E.D.
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1.3 Extension theory of symmetric operators with boundary
triplets
We review the boundary triplet theory following [8], see also [18].
Definition 1.3.1 For a densely defined symmetric operator A 2 C(H) in a Hilbert space
H we say that fG; 0; 1g is a boundary triplet for A if (G; (; )G) is a Hilbert space,
( 0; 1)
> : domA ! G2 is surjective and the following abstract Green identity holds
(Af; g)H   (f; Ag)H = ( 1f; 0g)G   ( 0f; 1g)G: (1.3.1)
Boundary triplets are a standard tool to describe all closed extensions of a given symmetric
operator. For a densely defined symmetric operator A 2 C(H), we fix a boundary triplet
fG; 0; 1g for A. The extension A of A corresponding to a parameter  2 eC(G) is
defined as
domA := ff 2 domA j ( 0f; 1f) 2 g; Af := Af:
The correspondence between the closed linear relations  2 eC(G) and the closed extensions
A of A is bijective (see, e.g., [8]). The following two special self-adjoint extensions of A
will play a prominent role:
A0 := Af0gG = Ajker  0 and A1 := AGf0g = Ajker  1
In [8] a correspondence of properties between  2 eC(G) and A 2 C(G) was established
using the concept of the -field and the Weyl function.
 : (A0)! L(H;G); () := ( 0jN) 1; N(A) := ff 2 domA j Af = fg;
M : (A0)! L(G); M() :=  1():
Here we prefer the following description of the extensions. Let L be a densely defined
operator on a subspace Gop of G mapping into Gop . We consider the relation L from
(1.2.1) and the associated extension AL := AL and therefore
domAL = ff 2 domA j  0f 2 domL; L 0f = PdomL 1fg; (1.3.2)
where PdomL is the orthogonal projection onto Gop = domL since L is assumed to be
densely defined in Gop . Proposition 1.2.1 and some well known results on the relationship
between  2 eC(G) and A 2 C(H) from [8, 19] lead to the next statement. Here we use
the notation Sp(H) with p 2 (0;1] for the two sided Schatten-von Neumann ideal and
we denote by n(A) := dimNi(A) the defect numbers of a symmetric densely defined
linear operator A.
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Proposition 1.3.1 Let A be a densely defined symmetric operator in H with boundary
triplet fG; 0; 1g for A and let L be a densely defined operator in a subspace Gop of G
then the following holds.
(a) AL is self-adjoint (symmetric) if and only if L is self-adjoint (resp. symmetric).
(b) AL = AL, AL = AL and n(AL) = n(L).
(c) If L is symmetric, then there is a bijective correspondence between the extensions of
L and the extensions of AL.
(d) For  2 (A0) we have  2 (AL) if and only if 0 2 (L M()). In this case the
Krein resolvent formula holds
(AL   ) 1   (A0   ) 1 = ()(L  M()) 1():
(e) Let (A0   0) 1 2 Sp(H) for some 0 2 (A0) and p 2 [1;1]. Then (AL   ) 1 2
Sp(H) if and only if (L  ) 1 2 Sp(G) for  2 (L).
Let A be a densely defined symmetric operator which is semi-bounded from below,
i.e. A   for some  2 R. Then there is a distinguished, in some sense maximal, semi-
bounded self-adjoint extension AF  , which is called the Friedrichs extension of A, see
e.g. [28, Section 10.4].
Given boundary triplet fG; 0; 1g of A with Weyl function M such that A0 equals
the Friedrichs extension AF , then we use the notation M()   1 for  !  1 to
indicate that for any  > 0 there exists  with  M()  .
We collect some results on nonnegative extensions from [8, 9], see also [28].
Proposition 1.3.2 Given a densely defined symmetric operator A 2 C(H), a boundary
triplet fG; 0; 1g for A with A0 = AF   for  > 0 and a self-adjoint operator L 2eC(Gop ) on a subspace Gop of G. Then the following holds.
(a) L  PGopM(0)jGop  0 for 0 <  implies AL  0.
(b) If M()  1 for !  1 then AL is semi-bounded from below if and only if L
is semi-bounded from below.
In the lemma below, we decribe the change of a boundary triplet fG; 0; 1g under
unitary transformations of the space G.
Lemma 1.3.1 Let A 2 C(H) be a densely defined symmetric operator with a boundary
triplet fG; 0; 1g for A and a unitary operator U : G ! bG then fbG; U 0; U 1g is a
boundary triplet for A with Weyl function  7! UM()U on (Ajker  0). Furthermore
the extension AL given by (1.3.2) can be written with bL := ULU as
domAL = ff 2 domA j U 0f 2 dom bL; bLU 0f = Pdom bLU 1fg:
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Proof. Since U is unitary, the mapping f 7! (U 0f; U 1f) from domA into bG2 is
onto and the abstract Green identity (1.3.1) holds. Hence fbG; U 0; U 1g is a boundary
triplet for A with Ajker  0 = AjkerU 0 and Weyl function  7! UM()U which is
defined for all  2 (Ajker  0). Given that f 2 domAL then we have  0f 2 domL and
L 0f = PdomL 1f which is equivalent to
U 0f 2 UdomL; ULUU 0f = UPdomLUU 1f: (1.3.3)
Furthermore, it is easy to see that
dom bL = domULU = domLU = UdomL: (1.3.4)
Moreover UPdomLU
 is an orthogonal projection, satisfying
UPdomLU
 = PUdomL = PUdomL = Pdom bL: (1.3.5)
Rewriting (1.3.3) with (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.
1.4 Locally finite extensions of direct sums of symmetric
operators
In this section, we introduce direct sum operators and their locally finite extensions.
Throughout this section we consider a family of Hilbert spaces fHngn2N with inner product
(; )Hn and densely defined symmetric operators Sn 2 C(Hn) with boundary triplets
fGn; (n)0 ; (n)1 g for Sn such that dimGn <1, n 2 N. We introduce the direct sum Hilbert
space H,
H :=
1M
n=0
Hn := fx = (xn)n2N : xn 2 Hn; (x; x)H <1g
with inner product
((xn)n2N; (yn)n2N)H :=
1X
n=0
(xn; yn)Hn :
Acting on H we introduce the direct sum operator S := 1L
n=0
Sn via
domS :=

(fn)n2N
 fn 2 domSn; 1X
n=0
kSnfnk2Hn <1

; S(fn)n2N := (Snfn)n2N:
The case of a finite dimensional direct sum Hilbert space H is obtained by setting Hn :=
f0g and Sn := 0 for all n  N and some N 2 N. It is easy to see that S is densely defined,
closed with the adjoint  1M
n=0
Sn

=
1M
n=0
Sn:
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Since Sn  Sn for all n 2 N it is easy to see that S is symmetric with n(S) =P1
n=0 n(Sn). To describe the extensions of S, the natural candidate for a boundary
triplet for S is given by G := 1L
n=0
Gn with the boundary mappings  i, i = 1; 2,
dom  i :=
(
(fn)n2N : fn 2 dom  (n)i ;
1X
n=0
k (n)i fnk2 <1
)
;  i(fn)n2N :=

 
(n)
i fn

n2N
which can also be written in the form
G :=
1M
n=0
Gn;  0 :=
1M
n=0
 
(n)
0 ;  1 :=
1M
n=0
 
(n)
1 : (1.4.1)
In general, the operators  0 and  1 are only defined on a subspace of domS such that
(1.4.1) is not a boundary triplet for S. However, it was shown in [19] that the triplet
fG; 0; 1g given by (1.4.1) forms a single valued boundary relation in the sense of [7].
We use a particular regularization from [5] for the direct sum triplet (1.4.1) for opera-
tors with a common real point in the resolvent set, i.e. we assume that for Sn0 := Snjker  (n)0
there exist 0 2 R and " > 0 such that (0   "; 0 + ") 
T
n2N (Sn0). In the theorem
below we use [5, Theorem 2.12], to provide a boundary triplet for the direct sum operator
S.
Theorem 1.4.1 Let fSngn2N be a family of densely defined symmetric linear operators
Sn 2 C(Hn) with boundary triplets fGn; (n)0 ; (n)1 g for Sn and Weyl functions Mn and
(0 "; 0+") 
T1
n=0 (Sn0) for some " > 0 and 0 2 R. Then

1L
n=0
Gn;
1L
n=0
e (n)0 ; 1L
n=0
e (n)1 
with e (n)0 := pkM 0n(0)k (n)0 ; e (n)1 := pkM 0n(0)k 1  (n)1  Mn(0) (n)0  (1.4.2)
is a boundary triplet for S =
1L
n=0
Sn. The Weyl function fM of this triplet is given byfM : (Sjker  0)! L(G),  7! 1L
n=0
fMn() with
fMn := 1kM 0n(0)k(Mn  Mn(0)): (1.4.3)
The construction of this regularization implies that Snjker  (n)0 = S

njker e (n)0 and therefore
Sjker e 0 =
1M
n=0
Sn0: (1.4.4)
The remainder of this section is devoted to locally finite extensions. We assume that the
Hilbert space G is given as the direct sum Hilbert space
G =
1M
n=0
Gn =
1M
n=0
Cdn with dn <1 and Gn = Cdn :
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The elements of G are sequences of the form x = (xi)i2I where
I := f(n; d) j n 2 N; d = 1; : : : ; dng:
In the following we will consider a partition of I into subsets Iv where v is an element
of a countable index set V such that the following conditions are fulfilled:
(i) jIvj <1,
(ii) Iv \ Iw = ; for all v; w 2 V with v 6= w,
(iii)
S
v2V Iv = I.
Since  (n)i fn 2 Cdn the sequence ( (n)i fn)n2N, i = 0; 1 is an element of 1n=0Cdn , but not
necessarily of the Hilbert space
1L
n=0
Cdn . Thus, we can view it as sequence ( (n;d)i fn)(n;d)2I
where
 
(n;d)
i fn := ( 
(n)
i fn)d; 1  d  dn; i = 0; 1
is the d-th entry of  (n)i fn. With this we introduce for f 2 domS
 vi f := ( 
(n;t)
i fn)(n;t)2Iv ; i = 0; 1:
Before we continue with the definition of locally finite extensions, we illustrate the defi-
nitions from above with the quantum graph example from the introduction.
Example 1.4.1 Consider the densely defined symmetric operators S1; : : : ; SN with domains
domSn := W
2;2
0 (0; `(en)), n = 1; : : : ; N with Sn n :=   00n. Then a boundary triplet for
Sn with n = 1; : : : ; N is given by
fC2; ( n(0+);  n(`(en) ))>; ( 0n(0+);  0n(`(en) ))>g;
Hence dn = 2 for all n and therefore
I = f1; : : : ; Ng  f1; 2g:
Consider the index set V = fv1; : : : ; vN+1g. We introduce Ivi := f(i; 1)g for i = 1; : : : ; N
and IvN+1 := f(i; 2) : i = 1; : : : ; Ng. It is easy to see that the conditions (i)-(iii) from
above are satisfied. For each index i = 1; : : : ; N + 1 there is an edge associated with it and
the sets Ivi describe which edges are glued together at the vertex vi which leads to a graph.
In this simple example all vertices vi, i = 1; : : : ; N corresponds so singleton sets Ivi, i.e.,
only one vertex leads to vi, whereas in vN+1 we have N vertices. Hence the underlying
graph is a star graph with N + 1 vertices and N edges. Furthermore, we have
 vn0 ( j)
N
j=1 =  n(0+);  
vn
1 ( j)
N
j=1 =  
0
n(0+); n = 1; : : : ; N;
 
vN+1
0 ( j)
N
j=1 = ( 1(`(e1) );  2(`(e2) ); : : : ;  N(`(eN) ))>;
 
vN+1
1 ( j)
N
j=1 = (  01(`(e1) );  02(`(e2) ); : : : ;  0N(`(eN) ))>:
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Obviously, one easily can construct examples with infinitely many vertices and edges.
Observe, as we only consider locally finite extensions, that always jIvj < 1 holds, which
means, in the cases of graph-like constructions, that in each edge there are only finitely
many vertices.
Example 1.4.2 Here we give an example for a star graph with finite edges and vertices
but with infinite edge length. Consider the densely defined symmetric operators S1; : : : ; SN
from Example 1.4.1 and, in addition, domSN+1 := W 2;20 (0;1) with SN+1 N+1 :=   00N+1.
Then a boundary triplet for Sn with n = 1; : : : ; N is given as in Example 1.4.1 and a triplet
for SN+1 is given by fC;  N+1(0+);  0N+1(0+)g, see e.g. [28, Example 15.5]. Hence dn = 2
for all n = 1; : : : ; N but dN+1 = 1 and therefore
I = (f1; : : : ; Ng  f1; 2g) [ f(N + 1; 1)g:
Consider the index set V = fv1; : : : ; vN+1g. We introduce Ivi := f(i; 1)g for i = 1; : : : ; N ,
IvN+1 := f(i; 2) : i = 1; : : : ; Ng [ f(N + 1; 1)g. As above we have a star graph, but with
one vertex less, as the edge corresponding to N + 1 is a semi-axis,
 vn0 ( j)
N+1
j=1 =  n(0+);  
vn
1 ( j)
N+1
j=1 =  
0
n(0+); n = 1; : : : ; N;
 
vN+1
0 ( j)
N+1
j=1 = ( 1(`(e1) );  2(`(e2) ); : : : ;  N(`(eN) );  N+1(0+))>;
 
vN+1
1 ( j)
N+1
j=1 = (  01(`(e1) );  02(`(e2) ); : : : ;  0N(`(eN) );  0N+1(0+))>:
Similarly, one can construct graphs with infinitely many vertices and edges. Moreover, we
stress that we are able to allow dn > 2 with leads to structures which do no longer allow
an interpretation as a graph.
Now let Gv be a subspace of CjIv j and consider the Hermitian matrix Lv : Gv ! Gv. We
introduce the locally finite extension SlocL of S
domSlocL := ff 2 domS j Lv v0f = PGv v1f;  v0f 2 Gv; v 2 V g ;
SlocL f := S
f:
It is shown in Proposition 1.4.1 below that SlocL is the adjoint of the operator SminL  S
with
domSminL :=

f 2 domSlocL j supp ( v0f)v2V ; supp (PGv v1f)v2V finite
	
where we used the support of a sequence x = (xi)i2I 2 CI given by
suppx := fi 2 I j xi 6= 0g:
For its proof we need a variant of the abstract Green identity (1.3.1).
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Lemma 1.4.1 Let f; g 2 domS then
(Sf; g)  (f; Sg) =
X
v2V
( v1f; 
v
0g)  ( v0f; v1g): (1.4.5)
Furthermore, given v 2 V , y0 2 Gv and y1 2 G?v there exists g = (gn)n2N 2 domSminL with
finite support such that the following equations hold
 v0g = y0;  
v
1g = y1 + Lvy0;
 w0 g =  
w
1 g = 0; for all w 2 V n fvg.
(1.4.6)
Proof. First, we show that for all f = (fn)n2N; g = (gn)n2N 2 domS, the sumP1
n=0(S

nfn; gn) converges absolutely. From Cauchy-Bunjakowski and Hölder inequality,
we have 1X
n=0
j(Snfn; gn)j 
1X
n=0
kSnfnkkgnk  kSfkkgk <1:
Next, using the abstract Green identity (1.3.1) for the operators Sn and changing the
order of summation leads to
(Sf; g)  (f; Sg) =
1X
n=0
(Snfn; gn)  (fn; Sngn)
=
1X
n=0
( 
(n)
1 fn; 
(n)
0 gn)  ( (n)0 fn; (n)1 gn)
=
X
v2V
( v1f; 
v
0g)  ( v0f; v1g);
where the last equality follows from
S
v2V Iv = I.
For the proof of the second assertion we construct g = (gn)n2N 2 domSminL satisfying
the equations (1.4.6). Consider n 2 N and the set Iv. Given that (n; d) =2 Iv for all
d = 1; : : : ; dn then we set gn := 0. For (n; d) 2 Iv, for some d = 1; : : : ; dn, the surjectivity
of ( (n)0 ; 
(n)
1 )
> : domSn ! Gn  Gn for all n 2 N implies that we can choose gn such
that the first and second equation in (1.4.6) hold. From the construction we also have the
lower system of equations in (1.4.6) hold. Q.E.D.
Next, we show that SlocL is the adjoint of SminL .
Proposition 1.4.1 We have SlocL = (SminL ), in particular SlocL is closed.
Proof. Let f 2 (SminL ) then we have from (1.4.5) for all g 2 domSminL
0 = (Sf; g)  (f; Sg) =
X
v2V
( v1f; 
v
0g)  ( v0f; v1g): (1.4.7)
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For this equation we use (1.4.6) from Lemma 1.4.1 with y0 = 0 and y1 2 G?v which leads
to ( v0f; y1) = 0. Since y1 was arbitrary, we conclude that  v0f 2 Gv for all v 2 V . Choose
g 2 domSminL that solves (1.4.6) for y1 = 0 and arbitrary y0 2 Gv. With (1.4.7) this leads
to
0 = ( v1f; y0)  ( v0f; Lvy0) = (PGv v1f   Lv v0f; y0):
Since y0 2 Gv was arbitrary, we see PGv v1f = Lv v0 for all v 2 V this proves f 2 domSlocL .
Assume conversely that f 2 domSlocL . For all g 2 domSminL we haveX
v2V
( v1f; 
v
0g)  ( v0f; v1g) =
X
v2V
(PGv 
v
1f; 
v
0g)  ( v0f; PGv v1g)
=
X
v2V
(Lv 
v
0f; 
v
0g)  ( v0f; Lv v0g)
= 0
which implies with (1.4.5), f 2 dom (SminL ). Q.E.D.
We prove the main theorem of this section that allows us to describe the extension
SlocL with operators on `2(bV ) for a countable index set bV . For this we use the notation
C(bV ) := f(fv)v2bV 2 `2(bV ) j supp f finiteg:
Furthermore, for the subspaces Gv of CjIv j we use the canonical embedding
v : Gv ! n2NCdn ; (x(n;d))(n;d)2Iv 7! (y(n;d))(n;d)2I ;
y(n;d) :=
(
x(n;d); if (n; d) 2 Iv,
0; otherwise.
Therefore v(Gv) is a subspace of G and we have an orthogonal sum decomposition
GV :=
M
v2V
vGv: (1.4.8)
In the following, we consider an orthogonal basis fbwgw2bV of the subspace GV , which has
the property that each bw is an element of an orthogonal basis for some Gv and bV is a
countable set of indices. In the theorem below we will make use of the unitary operator
U : GV ! `2(bV ) given by bw 7! kbwkew.
Theorem 1.4.2 Let fSngn2N be a family of densely defined symmetric linear operators
Sn 2 C(Hn) with boundary triplets fGn; (n)0 ; (n)1 g for Sn and Weyl functions Mn and
(0   "; 0 + ") 
T1
n=0 (Sn0) for some " > 0 and 0 2 R. Consider SlocL with Hermitian
matrices Lv, subspaces Gv, GV given by (1.4.8) with orthogonal basis fbwgw2bV and the
operator L = v2V Lv on GV . Then the following holds.
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(a) The operator Lmin in `2(bV ) with domLmin = C(bV ) given as an infinite matrix
operator,
Lmin :=
0@((L  Ln2NMn(0))bv; bw)
kRbvkkRbwk
1A
v;w2bV
; R :=
1M
n=0
p
kM 0n(0)kICdn ;
with domR := U 1C(bV ), satisfies SminL = SLmin and SlocL = SLmin.
(b) We have n(SminL ) = n(Lmin) and there is a bijective correspondence between the
self-adjoint extensions of Lmin and the self-adjoint extensions of SminL .
(c) Assume that
1L
n=0
Sn0 = SF   with  > 0 and that fM given by (1.4.3) satisfiesfM()   1 for  !  1. Let eL be a self-adjoint extension of Lmin which is
semi-bounded from below then SeL is semi-bounded from below.
Proof. For the proof of (a), we use the regularized boundary triplet fG; e 0; e 1g defined
in (1.4.2) for f = (fn)n2N 2 domS as
e 0f = (pkM 0n(0)k (n)0 fn)n2N;e 1f = (kM 0n(0)k 1=2( (n)1  Mn(0) (n)0 )fn)n2N:
Consider M :=
1L
n=0
Mn(0) with domM := U 1C(bV ) and let eLmin be given by
dom eLmin := RU 1C(bV ); eLminf := PranRR 1(L M)R 1f:
We show that
domSminL = ff 2 domSjeLmine 0f = PranRe 1f; e 0f 2 RU 1C(bV ); supp (PGv v1)v2V finiteg:
(1.4.9)
Let f 2 domS be in the set on the right hand side of (1.4.9). Obviously supp  0f is
finite and rewriting the conditions on the right hand side of (1.4.9) we obtain
PranRR
 1(L M)R 1R( (n)0 fn)n2N = eLmine 0f
= PranR
e 1f
= PranR(kMn(0)k 1=2( (n)1  Mn(0) (n)0 )fn)n2N
and therefore
PranRR
 1L( (n)0 fn)n2N = PranR(kMn(0)k 1=2 (n)1 fn)n2N: (1.4.10)
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Note that (kMn(0)k 1=2 (n)1 fn)n2N 2 G, since e 1f 2 G and supp  0f is finite. The
definition of R implies that fRbwgw2bV is an orthogonal basis of ranR. Furthermore, we
have from (1.4.10) that for all w 2 bV
(PranRR
 1L( (n)0 fn)n2N; Rbw) = (PranR(kMn(0)k 1=2 (n)1 fn)n2N; Rbw)
which is equivalent to
((Lv 
v
0f)v2V ; bw) = (L( 
(n)
0 fn)n2N; bw) = (( 
(n)
1 fn)n2N; bw) = (PGv( 
v
1f)v2V ; bw)
for all w 2 bV . Note that ( (n)1 fn)n2N and L( (n)0 fn)n2N are in general not in G but the
formal scalar product of these sequences with bv exists, because the support of bv is finite.
Since for each v 2 V there exists a subset of fbwgw2bV which is an orthogonal basis for Gv,
we see that
Lv 
v
0f = PGv 
v
1f
for all v 2 V and all f in the set of the right hand side of (1.4.9). Moreover, e 0f 2
RU 1C(bV ), hence  0f 2 U 1C(bV ) and, by construction,  v0f 2 Gv follows. Thus we have
proven that f 2 domSminL .
Assume conversely that f 2 domSminL then we have that for finitely many v 2 V that
Lv 
v
0f = PGv 
v
1;  
v
0f 2 Gv
and  v0f = PGv v1f = 0 otherwise. Obviously e 0f 2 RU 1C(bV ) and supp (PGv v1f)v2V
is finite. Furthermore, it is also clear from the calculations in the first part of the proof,
that for all w 2 bV
(PranRR
 1L( (n)0 fn)n2N; Rbw) = (PranR(kMn(0)k 1=2 (n)1 fn)n2N; Rbw)
holds. Since span fRbwgw2bV is dense in ranR we haveeLmine 0f = PranRe 1f:
Thus the identity (1.4.9) holds.
We apply Lemma 1.3.1 to obtain a different representation of SeLmin in terms of the
boundary triplet fU^G; U^ 0; U^ 1g where U^ : ranR! `2(bV ) is given by Rbw 7! kRbwkew.
and with the operator Lmin = U^ eLminU^ which is given by
(eLminRbv; Rbw)
kRbvkkRbwk =
(PranRR
 1(L M)R 1Rbv; Rbw)
kRbvkkRbwk
=
(R 1(L M)bv; PranRRbw)
kRbvkkRbwk
=
((L  L
n2N
Mn(0))bv; bw)
kRbvkkRbwk = (Lmin)v;w
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The assertion (b) follows immediately from (a) and Proposition 1.3.1. An application of
Proposition 1.3.2 (b) yields (c). Q.E.D.
Under the assumption that the direct sum triplet (1.4.1) is a boundary triplet for S,
we have that
1L
n=0
Mn(0), R and R 1 are bounded and we obtain the following special case
of Theorem 1.4.2. For quantum graphs with edge length bounded from below, this result
was also obtained in [22].
Corollary 1.4.1 Assume that the triplet fG; 0; 1g given by (1.4.1) is a boundary triplet
for S, then SlocL has the following properties:
(a) SlocL is self-adjoint.
(b) Assume that Sjker  0 = SF   with  > 0 and that
1L
n=0
Mn()  1, as !  1,
then SlocL is semi-bounded from below if and only if there exists C >  1 with
(Lvx; x)  Ckxk2 for all x 2 Gv and all v 2 V .
Proof. Since SlocL is closed, it remains to show by Theorem 1.4.2 that Lmin is essentially
self-adjoint. Every Lv is unitarily equivalent to a diagonal matrix and therefore the oper-
ator ( (Lbv ;bw)kRbvkkRbwk)v;w2bV is unitarily equivalent to a densely defined multiplication operator
on `2(bV ), and hence essentially self-adjoint. Since fG; 0; 1g is a boundary triplet, [5,
Theorem 2.12] implies that the operators R;R 1 and
1L
n=0
Mn(0) are bounded. Therefore
Lmin is just a bounded and symmetric perturbation of an essentially self-adjoint operator
and hence essentially self-adjoint according to the Kato-Rellich theorem [15, Theorem
V.4.4]. Assertion (b) is a consequence of the boundedness of R, R 1 and of
1L
n=0
Mn(0)
and follows from Theorem 1.4.2 (a). Q.E.D.
Since (1.4.1) is in general not a boundary triplet, we use the results of [11, 17] to
provide conditions on the self-adjointness of SlocL and the discreteness of the spectrum
of all self-adjoint extensions in the theorem below. For this we associate with SlocL the
formal discrete Laplacian DL on the weighted space
`2(bV ;m) := (xv)v2bV 2 CbV  X
v2bV
m(v)jxvj2 <1

with m(v) := kRbvk2, where bv is an element of an orthogonal basis of the subspace GV
defined in (1.4.8) and the scalar product in `2(bV ;m) is given by
(x; y)m :=
X
v2bV
m(v)xvyv:
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We define an operator DL with domain domDL := C(bV ) via
(DLf)v :=
1
kRbvk2
X
w2bV
b(v; w)(fv   fw) + c(v)fv

;
b(v; w) :=
 1M
n=0
Mn(0)  L

bv; bw

; v 6= w; b(v; v) := 0;
c(v) :=

L 
1M
n=0
Mn(0)

bv; bv

 
X
w2bV
b(v; w):
(1.4.11)
The elements of fbvgv2bV have finite support, and if bv1 and bv2 are elements of a basis for
Gw1 and Gw2 with w1 6= w2 then supp bv1\supp bv2 = ;. Also, the support of
 1L
n=0
Mn(0) 
L

bv (considered as a sequence) is finite. Hence, for fixed w 2 bV we have b(v; w) 6= 0 for
only finitely many v 2 bV . As in [10, 16] we consider the weighted degree
Deg : bV ! (0;1); v 7! 1kRbvk2 X
w2bV
b(v; w): (1.4.12)
Theorem 1.4.3 Consider the operator SlocL and the associated discrete Laplacian (1.4.11).
Assume that b(v; w)  0 holds for all v; w 2 bV . Then the following holds.
(a) The operator SlocL is self-adjoint if one of the following conditions holds.
(i) Assume that infv2bV c(v)kRbvk2 >  1 and that for all sequences fvngn2N in bV with
b(vn; vn+1) > 0 for all n 2 N we have
P1
n=1 kRbvnk2 =1.
(ii) The weighted degree Deg is bounded.
(b) All self-adjoint extensions of SminL are in one-to-one correspondence with the self-adjoint
extensions of DL.
(c) All self-adjoint extensions bS of SminL satisfy (bS   ) 1 2 S1(H) for some  2 (bS)
if the following conditions hold.
(i) For all v; w 2 bV there exists k 2 N and v0; : : : ; vk such that v0 = v, vk = w
and b(vi; vi+1) > 0 for all i = 0; : : : ; k   1.
(ii) Let
 L
n2N
Sn0   
 1 2 S1(H) for  2  L
n2N
Sn0

.
(iii) Let
P
v;w2V;b(v;w)6=0
b(v; w) 1 <1, Pv2bV kRbvk2 <1, infv2bV c(v)kRbvk2 >  1.
(d) Assume that L
n2N
Sn0 = SF   with  > 0 and that fM()  1 for !  1 and
infv2bV c(v)kRbvk2 >  1 then all self-adjoint extensions of SminL are semi-bounded from
below.
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Proof. First, we prove the results for c(v)  0. To prove (a), we use that by Proposition
1.4.1 the operator SlocL is closed. It remains by Theorem 1.4.2 (b) and Proposition 1.3.1 (a)
to show that the operator given by
(Lmin)v;w :=
((L  L
n2N
Mn(0))bv; bw)
kRbvkkRbwk
is essentially self-adjoint on C(bV ). A straight forward calculation shows that Lmin is
unitary equivalent via U : `2(bV ;m)! `2(bV ), (xv)v2bV 7! (kRbvkxv)v2bV to the operatorDL.
The assumption in (i) on the sequences (vn)n2N in V and the invariance DLC(bV )  C(bV )
allows us to apply [17, Theorem 6] which yields the essential self-adjointness of DL on
C(bV ). This shows the essential self-adjointness of SminL = SLmin by Proposition 1.3.1 (a).
The assumption (ii) implies by [16, Theorem 11] that D0 given by DL with c(v) = 0 for
all v 2 bV is bounded. Therefore DL on C(bV ) is the bounded and symmetric perturbation
of the essentially self-adjoint multiplication operator (xv)v2bV 7! ( c(v)kRbvk2xv)v2bV on C(bV )
hence essentially self-adjoint because of the Kato-Rellich theorem [15, Theorem V.4.4].
The correspondence in (b) is a consequence of Theorem 1.4.2 (b).
The assertion (c) follows from [11, Theorem 5.1] applied to DL which shows that all
self-adjoint extensions of DL have resolvents in S1(`2(bV ;m)). Note that the assumptions
of this Theorem 5.1 are satisfied because of
P
v2bV m(v) = Pv2bV kRbvk2 <1 and (i) and
(iii), see also [11, Example 4.6]. The assumption (ii) that
 L
n2N
Sn0   
 1 2 S1(H) for
 2  L
n2N
Sn0

together with Proposition 1.3.1 (e) imply that (bS   ) 1 2 S1(H). This
proves (c).
Let bSL be an extension of SminL and bDL be an extension of DL on C(bV ) with bSL = S bDL .
It was shown in [17, p. 206] that bDL has the same action as DL. For f 2 dom bDL with
(f; f)m = 1 we see from b(v; w)  0 that
( bDLf; f)m = X
v2bV
m(v)( bDLf)vfv
=
1
2
X
v;w2bV
b(v; w)jfv   fwj2 +
X
v2bV
c(v)jfvj2

X
v2bV
c(v)jfvj2  inf
v2bV
c(v)
kRb2vk
(f; f)m = inf
v2bV
c(v)
kRbvk2 :
Proposition 1.3.2 (a) applied to the regularized boundary triplet fG; e 0; e 1g from Theorem
1.4.1 yields that S bDL is semi-bounded from below. Here we used that due to (1.4.4) we
have Sjker e 0 = SF .
Assume now that infv2bV c(v)kRbvk2 >  1 holds. Then the operator bDL is the bounded
perturbation of an operator bD+L where we replace c(v) with its positive part c(v)+ :=
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maxfc(v); 0g. Therefore we can apply the previous arguments to bD+L . By assumption,bDL is a bounded perturbation of bD+L again the Kato-Rellich theorem shows that self-
adjointness is preserved which proves (a) and (c). Furthermore, (d) follows from Propo-
sition 1.3.2 (b). Q.E.D.
1.5 Gesztesy-Šeba realizations of Dirac operators on
metric graphs
In this section, we define the Gestezy-Šeba realization of Dirac operators on a locally
finite graphs given by a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. On each edge e 2 E with
finte length `(e) we consider the Dirac operator
De :=

c2=2  ic d
dxe ic d
dxe
 c2=2

; domDe := H
1
0 (0; `(e))
 C2;
where c denotes the speed of light. It was shown in [5, Lemma 3.1] that a boundary triplet
for De is given by
Ge := C2;  ^(e)0

 e;1
 e;2

:=

 e;1(0+)
ic e;2(`(e) )

;  ^
(e)
1

 e;1
 e;2

:=

ic e;2(0+)
 e;1(`(e) )

with the Weyl function for  2 (De jker  ^(e)0 )
M^e() :=
1
cos(`(e)k())

ck1() sin(`(e)k()) 1
1 (ck1())
 1 sin(`(e)k())

;
where we abbreviate
k() := c 1
p
2   (c2=2)2; k1() := ck()
+ c2=2
=
s
  c2=2
+ c2=2
with
p such that k(x) > 0 for x > c2
2
. Under the assumption that supe2E `(e) < 1,
it was shown in [5, Equation (3.56)] that for some " > 0 we have ( c2
2
  "; c2
2
+ ") T
e2E (D

e jker  ^(e)0 ) and
M^e

c2
2

=

0 1
1 `(e)

; M^ 0e

c2
2

=
 
`(e) `(e)
2
2
`(e)2
2
`(e)
c2
+ `(e)
3
3
!
: (1.5.1)
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To describe a point interaction on a graph, we consider the boundary triplet for De
given by a unitary transformation
 
 
(e)
0
 
(e)
1
!
:=

W00 W01
W10 W11
 
 ^
(e)
0
 ^
(e)
1
!
=
0BB@
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 1 0
0  i 0 0
1CCA
0BBB@
 e;1(0+)
ic e;2(`(e) )
ic e;2(0+)
 e;1(`(e) )
1CCCA
with W00;W01;W10;W11 2 C22 and therefore
 
(e)
0

 e;1
 e;2

=

 e;1(0+)
i e;1(`(e) )

;  
(e)
1

 e;1
 e;2

:=

ic e;2(0+)
c e;2(`(e) )

:
It was shown in [6] that such a unitary transformation leads to a boundary triplet with
the Weyl function given by
Me() = (W10 +W11M^e())(W00 +W01M^e())
 1
=
ck1()
sin(`(e)k())

cos(`(e)k())  i
i   cos(`(e)k())
 (1.5.2)
for all  2 (De jker  ^(e)0 ) \ (D

e jker  (e)0 ).
Introduce the set Iv with (e; 0) 2 Iv if e 2 E and e has v as initial vertex and (e; 1) 2 Iv
if e 2 E and e has v as terminal vertex. The vectors bv 2 G are given by
(bv)(e;t) :=
8><>:
1; if (e; 0) 2 Iv,
i; if (e; 1) 2 Iv,
0; if (e; t) =2 Iv.
Let ((v))v2V be a real sequence. The operator GS is given by
dom GS :=
8<:( 1;  2)> 2M
e2E
De :  1 2 C(G); ic
X
(e;t)2Iv
sgn (e; t) e;2(t`(e)) = (v) 1(v); v 2 V
9=; ;
where C(G) is the set of continuous functions on G viewed as a metric space and  1(v)
is the value of  1 at the vertex v. We follow here [5] and call this operator Gestesy-Šeba
realization.
If supe2E `(e) < 1, it can easily be seen from (1.5.2) that for some " > 0 we have
( c
2
2
  "; c2
2
+ ")  Te2E (De jker  (e)0 ) and that
Me

c2
2

=
1
`(e)

1  i
i 1

:
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We also see from (1.5.2) and (1.5.1) with T :=

W00 +W01M^e

c2
2
 1
that
M 0e

c2
2

= W11M^
0
e

c2
2

T  

W10 +W11M^e

c2
2

TW01M^
0
e

c2
2

T
=
 
1
`(e)c2
+ `(e)
3
  i`(e)
2
+ i
`(e)c2
+ i`(e)
3
i`(e)
2
  i
`(e)c2
  i`(e)
3
1
`(e)c2
+ `(e)
3
!
and this impliesM 0ec22
  (1; 0)M 0ec22

1
0

=
1
`(e)c2
+
`(e)
3
 1
`(e)c2
: (1.5.3)
Furthermore, we define
Gv := span f1vg; 1v := ((bv)(e;t))(e;t)2Iv and Lv1v :=
(v)
deg v
1v:
We have according to (1.4.11) for v 6= w
b(v; w) :=
 M
e2E
Me

c2
2

  L

bv; bw
!
=
 M
e2E
Me

c2
2

bv; bw
!
=
8<:`(e)
 1 if e = vw 2 E,
0 if e = vw =2 E,
and we see for v 2 V
c(v) :=
 
L M
e2E
Me

c2
2

bv; bv
!
 
X
w2V;w 6=v
 M
e2E
Me

c2
2

bv; bw
!
= (Lvbv; bv) = (v):
As an application of Theorem 1.4.3, we have the following result on the self-adjointness
of the Gesztesy-Šeba realizations.
Proposition 1.5.1 Consider a locally finite graph with set of vertices V and set of edges
E and let f(v)gv2V be a real-valued sequence. Then the operator GS is a locally finite
extension of L
e2E
De and if supe2E `(e) <1 then GS is self-adjoint.
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Proof. We show that GS is a locally finite extension of
L
e2E
De. Let I := E  f0; 1g,
then
 0 = ( 
(e;t)
0 ( e;1;  e;2)e2E)(e;t)2I = (i
t e;1(t`(e)))(e;t)2I ;
 1 = ( 
(e;t)
1 ( e;1;  e;2)e2E)(e;t)2I = (ci
1 t e;1(t`(e)))(e;t)2I
and therefore
 v0( e;1;  e;2)e2E := (i
t e;1(t`(e)))(e;t)2Iv ;  
v
1( e;1;  e;2)e2E := (ci
1 t e;2(t`(e)))(e;t)2Iv :
Since Gv = span f1vg for all v 2 V , we see that  1 2 C(G) is equivalent to the condition
 v0( e;1;  e;2)e2E 2 Gv for all v 2 V . Moreover, it is easy to see that the sum condition in
the definition of dom GS is equivalent to
PGv 
v
1( e;1;  e;2)e2E =
1
k1vk2 ( 
v
1( e;1;  e;2)e2E; 1v)1v
=
1
deg v
X
(e;t)2Iv
(bv)(e;t)ci
1 t e;2(t`(e))1v
=
ic
deg v
X
(e;t)2Iv
sgn (e; t) e;2(t`(e))1v
=
(v)
deg v
 1(v)1v = Lv 
v
0( e;1;  e;2)e2E:
Thus, we have seen that GS is a locally finite extension of
L
e2E
De.
For supe2E `(e) <1, the assumptions of Theorem 1.4.2 are fulfilled. To see that GS
is self-adjoint, we apply Theorem 1.4.3 (a). The estimate (1.5.3) implies that the weighted
degree (1.4.12) satisfies
Deg(v) =
P
w2V b(v; w)
kRbvk2 =
P
w2V b(v; w)P
e=vw
M 0e( c22 ) 
P
e=vw `(e)
 1P
e=vw
1
c2`(e)
= c2 <1
for all v 2 V , where the summation Pe=vw is taken over all edges e that contain v as a
vertex. Hence, according to Theorem 1.4.3, GS is self-adjoint. Q.E.D.
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